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Synopsis

Sandro is a 40-year old Tbilisi teacher, who still lives with his parents. His mother constantly bugs him to grow
up and get married, but Sandro has little luck with the women he and his single friend Iva look up on dating
sites. After yet another unsuccessful date, Sandro meets hairdresser Manana and falls in love with her. However, Manana turns out to be married and her husband Tengo turns out to be released on probation.
Hoping to talk to Tengo as man to man, Sandro accompanies Manana to the prison. Staying at a safe distance
at first, he is soon spotted as he accidentally locks himself out of his car. Tengo comes to help – unsuspecting
that Sandro is his wife's love interest. Sandro introduces himself as a part – time car driver and Tengo offers
him a job. Hoping that he will thus have a chance to talk to the man, Sandro agrees despite Manana's mute
expostulations.
Tengo's first place of business is the refugees shelter to visit Natia, who had made pregnant before going to
jail. He gives Natia money for an abortion, but the woman refuses to use it.
Tengo's next stop is the family of Zaza, a former jailmate. Arriving during the funeral of grandmother, Tengo
does not let the sad occasion stop him claiming the money that Zaza allegedly lost to him. But when another
jailmate, Nodari, shows up and disputes Tengo's claims, the funeral party proceeds to beat Tengo up, and the
man is arrested again.
Nodari, apologetic for sending the man to face the inmates he had grassed on, gives money to Tengo's family,
but Tengo asks Sandro to give it to Natia instead.
This errand, however, proves problematic, as Natia's brother Zviad suspects Sandro of being the father of the
unborn baby and bundles Natia along with her belongings into his car. The man has no choice but to take the
woman to his home, much to the delight of his mother, who believes her son has finally brought home a
bride. Luckily, Iva falls in love with Natia, and while everybody is busy with her, Sandro goes to Manana to say
good bye to her. Aftet meeting Tengo and spending time with him, Sandro finds it impossible to take his wife
away from him.
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Levan Koguashvili - Director
Biography

Born in Tbilisi in 1973, Levan Koguashvili studied Film Production at the Georgian State University of Theatre
and Cinema in Tbilisi, but one year after he began his studies a war broke out in Georgia and he started to
work as a journalist for the first independent Georgian television station. Between 1995 and 1999, Levan
studied Film Directing at the Russian State Institute of Film (VGIK) in Moscow, where his mentor was Marlen
Khutsiev. In 2007, he graduated from the Tisch School of the Art’s Graduate Film Program (New York University).
Levan’s short film The Debt (2005) won a number of awards at international film festivals, and was in
the official selection of the 2006 Sundance film festival. His documentaries – Father and Son (2003) and The
Women from Georgia (2008) – have also taken part in many film festivals, and have also been awarded
prizes. His first feature film Street Days was an international succes. The film premiered in the Tiger Award
Competition of The Rotterdam Film Festival in 2010 and by many critics was regarded as the beginning of a
new wave of the modern Georgian cinema.
According to Jay Weissberg from Variety magazine “Georgian cinema has a new star in director Levan
Koguashvili, whose superb neorealist drama, "Street Days," is just the calling card the beleaguered country
needs. Lensed with impressive assurance and boasting powerful perfs from a combo of established pros
and non-pros, "Street Days" looks poised to lead a Georgian renaissance spearheaded by fests and advancing into the arthouse circuit”.
In 2013 Levan shot his second feature film “Blind Dates”.
Filmography
Blind Dates /98 min/ 2013
Toronto Internationl Film Festival
Tokyo International Film Festival
Abu Dhabi International Film Festival, Special Jury Award
Street Days / 86min./ 35mm/ 2010
Rotterdam International Film Festival - Tiger Award Competition
goEAST Festival Of Central and Eastern European Film (Wiesbaden, Germany) - Golden Lilly for the best film
Palic European Film Festival (Serbia) - Tolerance Award
Iasi Film Festival (Romania) – Best Film
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Interview by David Bukhrikidze for Tskheli Shokoladi Magazine
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actor Guga Kotetishvili. In ‘Blind Dates’ we are seeing writers Andro Sakvarelidze and Archil Qiqodze
as actors. Is this your directing principle or some kind of experiment?
- It is nothing to do with the principle. I don’t think characters played by non-professional actors like
Andro Sakvarelidze and Archil Qiqodze who also happened to be the main characters ‘mess up’ performance by professional actors, Kakhi Kavsadze and Ia Sukhitashvili. I did not want to have all non-professional cast otherwise I would have done so. I think it is up to the director to feel the script, appraise
abilities of all actors whether professional or non-professional and look after the style integrity throughout the movie. It is important to make sure that various professional and non-professional actors’ performances do not clash with each other.
Q- There has been some breakthrough success recently for documentaries created in Georgia.
Among them is your documentary titled ‘Women from Georgia’.
A- I agree. There have been some excellent documentaries shot in Georgia and I feel there are much
better than what I have seen is being done in a motion picture genre. I don nott want to talk about my
documentary at this point which by the way has seen success in Sarajevo Film Festival and some
heated discussion back in Georgia … I really liked documentary ‘English Teacher’ by Nino Orjonikidze
and Vano Arsenishvili. Some other dosumentaries that impressed were: ‘It’s not white it’s black’ by
Mindia Esadze, ‘Machine, That Makes Everything Dissapear’ by Tinatin Gurchiani, ‘Bakhmaro’ by Salome Jashi, I think this shows that documentaries are really gaining success and there are some positive changes happening. Overall, I think we need to stop talking endlessly about the crisis in Georgian
film industry and move on. We need news ideas, new scripts and new directors.
Q- I think that in your new film there is much more humour and absurdity than sadness hidden
behind the veil of indifference. Somehow, with its tone and pitch ‘Blind Dates’ reminds me of
Georgian cinema of 70s.
A- It is good if the audience will think the same. At some point depressing cinema became essential
and even fashionable part of our lives. Of course this was a reflection of harsh reality and was echoing
the depression of 90s in our country. But, I think describing drama, feeling of hopelessness and depression should not be the main destination for the directors. I think that the feeling of lightness should
be characteristic for the movies. That is why I like old French cinema: Carné, Renoir, Vigo, Jacques
Tati… even in Odessa where I am shooting my new movie there are lots of things reminding me of
old Georgian cinema. Kira Muratova has shot her excellent film ‘Long Farewells’ exactly here. I think
director must be able to tell the saddest stories in an imaginative and beautiful way. Humour, positive
attitude, funny and opposite view of a situation are very important to be captured in Georgian films
because we are Southern country. We always had great desire for enjoying life, having human relationships whatever the circumstances.
Q- ‘Blind Dates’ is on a big journey – Toronto, Tokyo, Abu Dhabi, where is the next stop, which
festival?
A- The film will be shown at the Berlin International Film Festival as part of ‘Forum’ programme. This is
thanks to German-French production company called ‘Film-Boutique’. They have planned presenting
the movie at various international festivals very precisely. After Berlin the film will be screened at various cinemas across Europe.
Q- I think you are starting to work on a new script. Can you tell us bit more about what stage
you are at, what and where you are going to shoot?
I will finish shooting in Odessa soon where I am working on a project for some Russian film studio. In
parallel to this, I am working on a new script that does not even have a title yet. But I know that this

is going to be a documentary about my father’s friends, about their weekends and holidays and their
relationships. I want to make a movie about friendship among men that has withstood all the challenges and tests of time. The new generations are facing much harsher realities and it is not getting easier.
Human emotions, relationships, feelings are losing its meaning and we are often left on our own facing
the cruel world. This is what my new film will be about and I am hoping to work on it next year. Recently
I often go back to ‘Neorealism’, the classics that were created by Roberto Rossellini, Pietro Germi and
De Sica. Emotive and bright cinema is a great rarity today.

